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Rail is the ready-made solution for decarbonisation



Railway transport helps EU to save imported energy 



Railway externalities cost the least to society



Rail transport also help addressing major global crisis

Ensuring essential services during COVID19
 Railways have shown to be a guarantee of mobility for people and goods, both nationally 

and across borders

Strategic role in Ukrainian crisis
 Railways responded quickly from the start and continue to provide free travel to refugees
 Railways also provided a reliable transport connection for providing humanitarian aid to 

Ukraine and moving grain to Europe

Potential to ease the energy crisis
 Railways, the most energy efficient land transport, help reducing the EU’s dependence on 

imported fossil fuels



… but rail’s modal share hardly improved for passenger 
transport
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Rail’s modal share hardly improved also for freight 
transport



COVID19 hit railways 



Modal shift requires investments on TEN-T



Modal shift requires investments on digitalisation

Digitalisation to enable the Green Deal



Modal shift requires a stable funding

MFF & CEF
 The mid-term review of the MFF must be an opportunity to adapt budget lines to 

effective needs of transport
 Rail-based military mobility should be strengthened
 CEF funding should be brought in line with TEN-T goals re: minimum speed, ERTMS, 

high-speed, P400, passenger and freight hubs, multimodal nodes

Recovery and Resilience Facility
 National plans should foster digital and green transition through investment in 

collective transport
 Investments in capacity-increasing digital solutions such as ERTMS must be 

considered as 100% contributing to the achievement of EU efforts against global 
warming



Modal shift requires a stable funding

ESI Funds (ERDF, CF)
 Project applications must be made simpler, with clearer rules for accessing the funds and 

eligibility of costs plus streamlined evaluation procedures
 Funds’ absorption remains a key goal. Non-absorbed funds must not be lost, and 

extended deadlines for spending must be granted between MFF cycles

ETS, Social Climate Fund, RePower EU
 A portion of ETS revenues must be used for improving collective transport and favour 

modal shift
 The Social Climate Fund must help more fragile portions of society by promoting use of 

rail and sustainable logistics
 RePowerEU strategy must concentrate resources on the most energy-efficient transport 

modes to limit energy consumption



Opportunities with the Fit for 55 package to achieve 
modal shift



Time to act on the EU Green Deal with the Fit for 55

Keep infrastructure a priority
 Dedicate annual budgets for the next two decades to deliver the TEN-T milestones

Promote digital innovations
 Support railways in deploying the ERTMS & DAC

Establish a fair regulatory environment
 Implement the ‘user pays’ & ‘polluter pays’ principles via ETS & road pricing

Use carbon pricing revenues 
 ETS revenues could amount to more than €5 bn/year additional funding for developing 

sustainable mobility such as rail



Thank you for your attention!
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